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Message from Karin
Spring is here!
For our hospital this means the start of our busy season. Many mammals and
birds breed in springtime and we see an influx of youngsters of every
persuasion – unfortunately not all of them are admitted for the right reasons.
Many baby birds/mammals are “kidnapped” when well meaning people try to “save” them.
They often don’t need saving and have in fact just fledged out of the nest and are learning to
fly – this is a normal part of growing up for them. In the case of some mammals, the
mother will leave the baby somewhere safe while she forages (for example scrub hares),
and this is when people unwittingly pick these babies up to “save” them, thinking that
their mother has abandoned them. We always advise that people contact us before
intervening, unless of course the animal is in obvious danger or injured.
In the case of inadvertent kidnapping, we will always try to return the baby to its
parents. Touching a baby animal/bird won’t cause its mother to abandon it – this is an
old wives’ tale and luckily very much untrue. Reuniting them with their parents is always
first prize, but if this is not possible, our expert rehabilitation team will ensure that they
are raised correctly and released when they are ready – the goal is always their release.
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Spring is in the air...
but babies might be on the ground
The season’s warmer temperatures and longer days are nice for
humans, but for many wildlife species, this means breeding season.
We also see the return of migratory birds and all the reptiles that
were in torpor during Winter are becoming active again.
You might see baby birds on the ground, this is normal in most cases. When baby birds
are old enough, they fledge out of the nest and spend a week or so on the ground,
learning to fly. During this time the parents will continue feeding them. This is a
vulnerable stage and these fledglings are often caught by domestic cats and dogs.
We have a flow-chart that will aid you in deciding on when to intervene.
The return of migratory birds is always exciting and treating one of these species is
always a privilege, especially knowing how far they have come and that they have to be
in tiptop shape to make the return journey next year.
Many mammals such as bats, bush babies and genets also breed now, and we see an
influx of these babies too. Please give us a ring when you find a baby animal and we
can advise as to whether it needs help or not. We love raising these cuties, but the
parents will always do a better job than us.
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Pythons prepped
for perfect health
The Southern African Python (Python natalensis), previously
known as the African Rock Python, is by far our largest
snake, reaching a maximum length of around 5.5m and
weighing around 65kg.
The distribution range for this species stretches from Kenya through to South Africa where it is found
in the Lowveld, reaching KwaZulu-Natal South Coast, and extending along the Limpopo Valley to Lobatse
in Botswana and into the Northern Cape.
We received three injured pythons from the National Council of SPCA’s Wildlife Unit. They had been
confiscated from a private zoo where they had sustained substantial wounds due to the sub-optimal
conditions they had been subjected to. Their heightened stress levels had also resulted in an abnormal
moulting of their skin, also called dysecdysis. This means that only part of the shed is successful while
sections are retained, sticking to the body and creating an abnormal build-up.
The treatment for this condition is improved husbandry and diet with the correct housing and enrichment.
The pythons enjoy soaking in warm water which loosens the shed build-up and allows it to slough off. They
are washed with F10 ointment shampoo and once dry, have an anti-bacterial cream applied to their wounds.
Once each python has completed a natural and normal shed, we can assess them for release into suitable
and safe habitat.

Caracal kitten care
The caracal (Caracal caracal) is a striking medium-sized, robustly built cat
with long powerful legs, large paws, a short tail and ear tips with long hair
tufts. In South Africa, the caracal is also known as a “rooikat” or “lynx”.
And although many know them as “lynx”, they are actually only distantly related to other “true”
lynxes such as the Eurasian lynx, the Canadian lynx, the Iberian lynx, and the bobcat in the
United States. The most distinguishing feature of caracals are their very sharply pointed, lavishly
tufted ears. They have short, dense coats and range in colour (depending on geographic locality)
from light sandy through reddish-fawn or light cinnamon to deep brownish-red, reddish-grey or
rich brick-red. Although they appear to be mostly uniformly coloured, upon closer inspection,
subtle black and white markings are present on their face, and they have white “bellies” with
dramatic red spots.
Caracals are extremely widespread; they are found throughout Africa, the Middle East and
southwestern Asia. Within southern Africa, they are particularly widespread, and are so
numerous within areas such as the Western Cape of South Africa that they are considered
“pests” because some individuals will prey on livestock in farming areas. Their reported highest
population density is in the mountainous terrain of the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa.
Though essentially an animal of dry regions, the caracal has a wide habitat tolerance:
woodlands, savannas and acacia scrub throughout Africa; jungle scrub and desert in India; arid,
sandy regions and steppes in Asia.
Like most wild cats, caracals are primarily solitary and territorial animals. However, they may
form pairs for the duration of mating or small mother-offspring groups during rearing of young.
Adult males hold territories which they patrol widely, mark with urine and scats, and defend
against other adult males. Male ranges are up to 3 times larger than female ranges and may
overlap the ranges of several females. Typical cat vocalizations of growls, spits, hisses and
miaows, but also a distinctive loud coughing call, similar to a leopard’s, during mating; purrs
like a domestic cat when content. (information credit to: Urban Caracal Project).

Our young caracal was found at around 6 weeks old, next to his dead mother who had been
killed by a vehicle. Feeding him a natural diet of rodents, birds and small mammals, he has
grown into a strong young caracal with all his instincts intact. He will soon be transferred into a
large predator enclosure in the deep bush of a private reserve. He will be here for another 3 or 4
months, surrounded by other wildlife, and have his senses stimulated by the new sights, sounds
and smells of what will become his territory.
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Serious Samango monkey business
The Samango monkey is also known as the Sykes’ monkey (named after English naturalist Colonel William Henry Sykes).
The samango monkey (Cercopithecus albogularis or dulu in
Tshivenda, meaning quiet/calm) is South Africa’s only exclusively
forest dwelling primate and represents the southernmost extent
of the range of arboreal guenons in sub-Saharan Africa.
Samango are one of five species of monkey found in South
Africa. Their present distribution within the country is
closely correlated with the distribution of Indian Ocean
coastal belt, Scarp and Afromontane forests – from the
northernmost population in the Soutpansberg forests
in Limpopo to the southernmost populations in the
Amatola forests in the Eastern Cape. With
indigenous forests within South Africa being
fragmented, the samango, being a forest restricted
species, is listed as vulnerable in the Red Data Book of
the Mammals of South Africa (2004).
Samango monkeys are highly gregarious and troops typically
consist of 20 individuals with one adult, dominant male. The
core of samango societies is formed by related adult females

and their offspring with females never leaving their birth group and
territory. Male samango monkeys, however, are evicted from their birth
troop as soon as they reach sexual maturity at about 6 years of age.
Young males then disperse either solitary or in bachelor groups of 2-3
to find a new troop of females and overthrow the resident troop male.
Male troop tenure is limited to between 0.4-3.5 years.
Samangos are seasonal breeders with births peaking in the warm wet
season from November to February. After a gestation period of about
140 days females typically give birth to a single young which is nursed
for up to 2 years.
Samango monkeys are diurnal and spend the night high up in the
canopy of large trees. They usually have several sleeping trees within
their home range which are used on a regular basis. While active at
daytime they spend a large proportion of their time feeding and
foraging for food. About 50% of their diet consists of fruit, the rest is
made up by leaves, flowers, buds, shoots and also insects. When not
feeding or foraging samangos engage in a range of social activities
such as grooming and playing.
Their natural predators are leopards, crowned and black eagles and
pythons.
(Reference: Bibi Linden – http://vhembebiosphere.org/sarchi/
projects/samango-monkeys)
A sub-adult Samango female was found in the Eastern Cape with a
pellet lodged in her head. She also had a fractured pelvis which we
assume is the result of her falling after being shot. Luckily, this
primate was known to a researcher in the area and rescued. She was
transferred to us via the King Williams Town SPCA and the National
Council of SPCA’s for treatment and rehabilitation. We have determined
that she will have no long-term mental effects and have decided to
leave the pellet in situ as removing it could prove riskier and more
traumatic. Our focus is on the healing of her pelvic injury and planning
for her release back to her family troop in the Eastern Cape.

Wild hero of the month
Our Wild Hero of the month is a father-and-son team.
Grant and Trent Fairley are herpetologists (Herpetology
is the branch of zoology concerned with the study
of amphibians and reptiles). Grant and Trent have
specialised in the study of venomous snakes and
often assist us in this capacity.

From the right are
Trent and Grant Fairley
being assisted by Gabriel Haw

Wild wishlist
We desperately need to upgrade
our enclosures and need:
– 80% shade cloth
(obtainable from Alnet in Midrand
for around R3 500/roll)
– 6 to 10 medium-sized 2m long
gum poles
– Thatching laths
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